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The monthly Women Entrepreneurship Platform (WEP) newsletter
covers internal issues, member news, relevant updates on female
entrepreneurship in Europe, and information on upcoming events.

Welcome to our new member: Mums Mean Business
much needed guidance in their critical first year of
business.

Mums Mean Business (MMB) is based in Norway
and incubated at StartupLab Norway, Scandinavia's
largest incubator program.
Mums Mean Business is the first online crowdfunding
platform dedicated to supporting and advancing The
Global Mumpreneur Movement. They help aspiring
and existing mumpreneurs raise the necessary funds
needed to start and grow sustainable and successful
businesses.
In addition to funding, MMB aims to provide first-time
mumpreneurs whose pitches are successful, with
free mentoring sessions as well as Intellectual
Property Advice for a duration of one year. Therefore,
Mums Mean Business provide mompreneurs with

MMB’s mission is to provide this growing number of
entrepreneurial mothers worldwide with a “triple A”
support service: Access to finance, Access to
mentoring and Access to inspirational role models, in
response to the key challenges affecting this group
when starting up and growing their business.
MMB will be launching their Beta site on the 10th
February 2014 and are currently taking applications
from Mumpreneurs living in the EU looking to raise
growth and startup funding for their business. They
are also looking to partner with female
entrepreneurship organizations in Europe and are
very interested in our activities and projects.
Lastly, they are calling for mumpreneurs with
inspiring business ideas and successful female
entrepreneurs who are willing to share their
experiences in the form of mentoring. You will find
more on their blog and on their website.
Contact: Babou Olengha-Aaby,
babou@mumsmeanbusiness.com
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Save The Date!
We are sorry to announce you some changes in the date of our next event, which will consist in the bi-annual
meeting of the WEP members followed by a lunch debate on “the importance of education to entrepreneurship
for women”. The event will take place on the 20th of March at the European Parliament in Brussels and will be
hosted by Austrian MEP Paul Rübig.
More information about the program and speakers will be detailed in the February newsletter. For more
information, please contact Karolina Beaumont: karolina.beaumont@seldia.eu.

Best practice in… Ireland
Every month, Five Pillars News focuses on a best practice in the field of female
entrepreneurship. This month: Ireland.
The organisation Enterprise Ireland launched on the 24th of January 2014 the first online
networking platform for women entrepreneurs in Ireland. The initiative supports female
entrepreneurs by facilitation greater communication and connectivity between women
entrepreneurs.
The Irish Minister for SMEs, John Perry, revealed during the launch of the online platform that the organisation
Enterprise Ireland will invest an amount of €600,000 in 12 female-led businesses as part of the Competitive Start
Fund for Female Entrepreneurs.
Julie Sinnamon, CEO of Enterprise Ireland, indicated that 2013 saw a “100% increase in the number of female-led
investments and businesses”. She added that the key priority for 2014 is to accelerate female entrepreneurship’s
growth through the “Business Women 4 International Growth initiative”, including:
-

“Going for growth”, aiming at matching successful women who have already established
businesses and women who just started their business. Since its beginning in 2007, over 160
women entrepreneurs participated to the programme.
According to Paula Fitzsimons, national director and founder of Going for Growth, “nearly 65% of
the participants in the most recent cycle of Going for Growth increased their turnover by an average
of 17%, bringing the turnover of the group to over €40m”.
-

The Female Propeller Programme for High Fliers, an accelerator programme for female start-ups, which
specifically addressing the challenges female entrepreneurs are facing. The programme consists in
networking events, one-to-one and collective mentoring, and grant assistance.

Source: Business&Leadership and Going For Growth
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Propose your candidate for the Women Entrepreneurship
Changing Europe International Awards 2014
Female entrepreneurship is changing and new trends are emerging this year
The first edition of the annual Women Entrepreneurship Changing Europe International Awards 2014 organised
by our member “Polish Network of Women Entrepreneurship Ambassadors”, needs your participation! “Women
Changing Europe International Awards” is a unique event in Europe, celebrating outstanding women with
extraordinary achievements chosen by European women.
The candidates are inspiring and motivating and are role models with unique
personalities, amazing life stories and recognised achievements. They deserve
to be highlighted and the Women Entrepreneurship Changing Europe
International Awards 2014 will fulfill this mission. Ten areas will be represented:
media, science and education, regional and local administration, business,
culture and arts, show business, sports, finance, social activism and politics.
The Women Entrepreneurship Changing Europe International Awards 2014 will be awarded during a gala dinner
which will take place in Warsaw, Poland (Sheraton Hotel Grand Ballroom) on March 7th to honour the International
Women’s Day. To propose a candidate, you are invited to fill in the form on the Polish Network’s website, which
you will find here.

What are the 2014 trends for women entrepreneurs?
Female entrepreneurship is changing and new trends are emerging this year

The
economic
and
social
landscape
of
entrepreneurship is evolving towards social media and
mobile technology, which are becoming increasingly
important as they are both involved in innovation and
trend watch. Therefore, women entrepreneurs will
need to adapt to technological changes and to be on
the lookout for new trends. 2014 is the time of a new evolution of entrepreneurial behaviors and women’s
empowerment.

-

Social entrepreneurship will continue to drive a growing portion of entrepreneurial interests
The technology revolution, especially the development of apps facilitating everyday life, will continue to
influence female entrepreneurship.
Social media will become crucial for the promotion of women-owned businesses
Virtual mentorship, productivity and performance will be integrated to the female entrepreneurship
experience and entrepreneurship education will be driven by e-learning.
Life stories of women entrepreneurs will gain in popularity, matching the growing desire to learn practical,
time-saving and behavioral methodologies to promote a better work/life balance.

Source: the Huffington Post
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The figures of the month
This month, Five Pillars News presents: “Breaking the Glass Ceiling: Women in Business”
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Inspiring best practices “made in USA”
The USA are en inspiring place for women entrepreneurs: women entrepreneurs’ speed
dating events, companies empowering girls and created by women, as well as are good
examples.

GoldieBlox is a toy company started by Debbie Sterling, who graduated from
Stanford University’s mechanical engineering department in 2005. The
company’s focus is to create toys that teach girls how to build things, and to
encourage them to like STEM (Science, Tech, Engineering, Math) and skills that
are linked to it.
Debbie Sterling told the Times: “I thought back to my childhood with the
princesses and the ponies and wondered why construction toys and math and
science kits are for boys”.
Goldie Blox gained particular visibility in 2013 after the launch of their online
ad which features three little girls building a Rube Goldberg machine. The video counted more than 7 million views.
Inspired from Forbes

The Story Exchange is a digital project which campaign "1,000 Stories", aims
at collecting stories from women entrepreneurs all around the word. The
goal of the project is to understand the needs of women business owners
while making their inspiring stories visible. Most of the stories that capture
media attention are those of high-growth startups, many of which are maleowned and not representative of the majority of small businesses. The Story
Exchange aims at changing that.
600 women entrepreneurs have joined the project since its beginning. Once the target number of 1000 women
entrepreneurs is reached, their experiences in raising capital, generating revenue and balance work and family life
will be shared. The findings aim at helping policy makers and the financial industry to better understand these
women’s entrepreneurial needs.
The first key findings show that women entrepreneurs
around the world share the same difficulties, such as access
to finance or work/life balance, but they also share
similarities, such as being more driven by a mission or a
social purpose.
For example, UK based Holly Bantleman’s company “Raise
the Roof” provides tin roofing for people living on a dumpsite in Kenya and Danielle Gletow, a New Jersey foster
parent, launched One Simple Wish to grant wishes to foster children.
Inspired from the Huffington Post
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In New York, women are looking for new ways to network. This
month, the first “speed dating” for female entrepreneurs has been
organised. Gathered in the Hall of New York University, in which
the ITP institute (Interactive Telecommunication Program)
organises a yearly forum of women entrepreneurs, 280 women of
all ages and backgrounds had 3 minutes to meet, exchange views
and ideas and contact details, before passing to the next one.
The rules are simple: participants introduce themselves and talk
about their business projects, which is a good exercice to master
the sales pitch and to exchange views with women in a similar
situation.
The women entrepreneurs speed dating is also a means to meet role models and to find inspiration, or even
potential business partners or associates. The goal is to create a network of women entrepreneurs helping each
other to achieve their goals. The projects are various and these women share the same goal: turn their ideas into
action. One of them is in phase of creating a wedding dresses exchange service, another created a blog on good
and cheap restaurants which she wishes to transform into a business with a website and an app. The organisation
of such events is crucial to allow women entrepreneurs to interact with their peers through networks.
Inspired from lesaffaires.com

Project memorandum signed between the Union for the
Mediterranean and AFAEMME
On the 15th of January, a Global Project Memorandum between the
Union for the Mediterranean (UfM) and AFAEMME was signed in
Barcelona, following the recent successful implementation of the first
phase of the UfM-labelled project. The project was held between May
and November 2013 in Morocco, Palestine, Jordan and Spain and
gathered 800 people.
The series of seminars and coaching workshops for business creation were held in cooperation with 32 universities,
higher education centers, schools and businesswomen’s organisations. They were promoted and implemented by
AFAEMME and supported by the Norwegian Government, the Spanish private company Gas Natural Fenosa, and
the European Investment Bank (EIB).
Both sides have committed to ensuring the project’s replication to additional countries in the Euro-Mediterranean
region with the aim to promote and develop women’s entrepreneurship and contribute to the development of
sustainable economies based on gender equality.
The second phase of the project, set to take place in 2014, will be held in seven countries, with Egypt, Tunisia and
Albania joining the four initial countries from the first phase. The third phase will be held in 2015 and will include
Algeria, Croatia, Lebanon and Turkey.
Source : Afaemme
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Women entrepreneurs in Scotland: Pioneers of innovation
Scotland is very dynamic and innovative in the field of female entrepreneurship.

Converge Challenge is the largest business competition and
entrepreneurial training programme in Scotland with a top prize of
£60,000. For a few years, the number of aspiring female
entrepreneurs has been growing. Of the 2013 six finalists of the
Converge Challenge, three were technology businesses created by
women.
One of these finalists, Dawn Maskell, developed a sustainable source of proteins for the food industry using byproducts from Scotch whisky, which can be converted to a high-quality protein feed for aquaculture. Another,
Kanika Bansal, has created an automatic, non-invasive disposable device enabling a near 100 per cent reduction in
bacteria on skin, to prevent infection from intravenous needle punctures. At last, Liita Naukushu and Helen Fisher
have been developing a range of home and industrial cleaning products aimed at dramatically reducing the spread
of infections.
Women represent around 50 per cent of the student population at Scottish universities. They have the common
goal to commercialise their research, as, for them, the current situation of innovation and development is as
important as the post-academic projects.
Source: scotsman.com

A reality TV show for women entrepreneurs
“L’Incubateur June” is a new reality TV show broadcast in France on cable TV putting under
the spotlights female entrepreneurship.

In France, a new reality TV show called “l’Incubateur June”
for women entrepreneurs started on the 6th of January
and for six weeks on the cable channel “June”. Five
candidates who are creating their business are supervised
by 6 successful entrepreneurs. The producer, Stéphanie
Brillant said about the project that she wanted “an useful
and inspiring TV show”. She adds that “in the incubator,
we generate experiences. The spirit is the one of a
documentary, even if showing how these women feel
about entrepreneurship is more reality TV”.
The entrepreneurs:

-

Marion Vergnet created « Une minute pour
comprendre », an online platform sharing tutoring videos
accessible for university students.
Emilie Burle wishes to open “My New Cupcake”, a
tearoom.
Mariame Tighanimine, created « Babel Bag » in 2012, a system where women can buy manufactured bags
on credit and resell them afterwards.
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-

Bintou N’Guessan, created the events agency « Myeezy ». The aim is to help providers and individuals to
get in touch.
Maud Arditti, created « Cook&Meet », an online platform enabling people who like to cook to share the
same interest.

The mentors:
-

-

Hadj Khelil, founder of Bionoor, selling eco products and services.
Céline Lazorthes, founder of Leetchi, an online platform enabling for
family, friends or collegues to gather money for a special event (birthday,
goodbye party, wedding, etc).
Gabriella Cortese, fonder of Antik-Batik, a fashion company.
Michel de Rovira and Augustin Paluel-Marmont, founders of « Michel &
Augustin », a popular biscuits and yoghurts’ brand.
Véronique Garnodier, founder of Charlott-Lingerie, underwear direct selling company.

The relation mentor-mentee is very important in the programme and the sequences show useful tips, not only for
the candidates, but also for the viewers. Moreover, some “stars” of entrepreneurship are also invited on set to give
their contribution, such as Xavier Niel, founder of the French internet provider Free.
A competition is also organised for the viewers, thanks to which they can win a support programme for business
creation.
Inspired by terrafemina.com

Focus on… women’s entrepreneurship in Germany
Germany counts more and more women entrepreneurs, but a few challenges are still to
be dealt with.
Women entrepreneurs have difficulties to develop their activities on the
German market. In the country, there are about 520,000 companies managed
by female entrepreneurs, which is 18% of all German companies but – for a
range of reasons – they produce only 5.6% of the total turnover of German
firms. In 2003, Germany was the 29th country (out of 31) in the ranking of the
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor, which confirms the lack of women in
entrepreneurship.
In 2004, three ministries (ministry of training and research, ministry of family, the elderly, women’s rights and youth
and ministry of economy and labour) founded an agency aiming at helping women entrepreneurs in the creation
of their business and promote female entrepreneurship. Today, the agency is present in 16 regions of the country.
In Germany, the structure of the labour market is highly patriarchal, with the
persisting scheme of husband/father as only breadwinner of the family and
the wife/mother taking care of the children and household full time. The
society got used to this model, and accepted it as a principle. Therefore, when
a mother wishes to have a professional activity, she has to cope with
difficulties related to work/life balance, as opportunities of childcare are very
limited (especially in the West). Mothers who wish to have a career also have
to struggle against social disapprobation, and Germans even have a word for
working mothers: the “raven mothers”, who abandon their children to follow their personal aspiration, forgetting
to fulfil their maternal duty.
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Today, still a lot of women are giving up on their career as soon as they have children, and a lot of them choose to
have a career and have to give up on having children. This also explains the low birth rate in the country.
Furthermore, the tax system in Germany favours married people where one of the two members of the couple earn
significantly more than the other. As men earn usually more than women, this regulation maintains women as
economically dependent from their husbands.
German women lack support from their husbands, who are rarely willing to get more
involved in childcare and household chores to allow their partners to develop a career.
Indeed, shared earning/shared parenting marriages, such as the one of Minister of Labour
and Social affairs, Ursula Von Der Leyen and her husband, professor of medicine and CEO,
who are parents of seven children and are sharing equally parental duties, are very rare in
the country.
The situation evolved despite of these barriers, and now 66.2% of German women have a
professional activity. However, if we look more into it, we notice that a lot of them are
either working part time, or have fixed-term contracts. Moreover, only 21% of working
women are executives, and earn, for a similar position, 23% less than their male counterparts.
Sources: comité des constructeurs français d’automobiles, La Croix

Féminin PME launched the first French-speaking growth
accelerator in Belgium
On the 24-26 January, our member Féminin PME organised a week end of
training, coaching and workshops for female entrepreneurs, with the
objective of preparing a three-month action plan.
Féminin PME is the first French-speaking growth accelerator for women
entrepreneurs in Belgium. Her president, Anne Gadisseur, highlights the
need for more support for women entrepreneurs in all the phases
(creation, diversification, growth, internationalization) of business. In
French-speaking Belgium, for the last decade, only one woman for four
men has created her company.
Anne Gadisseur explains that there are benefits to develop female entrepreneurship, as a study has shown that
after three years, a female entrepreneur from the province of Waloon Brabant employs on average three full-time
people, as her male counterparts employs only one.
The Brussels minister of Economy and Employment, Céline Frémault, is now examining a project of experimental
public funding reserved to female-led projects, for the reason that banks are not cooperative enough to give these
women a chance and trust their potential compared to men entrepreneurs.
According to a study asked by Mrs Frémault, only 28% of the self-employed in Brussels are women, against 32% for
all Belgium, and their socio-economic situation is more difficult, as one out of four live alone an out of ten is a single
mother. The study also reveals that women create their own business later than men: the average age for women
entrepreneurs in Brussels is 44 years old, and their revenues are 20% less than those of men entrepreneurs, despite
the fact that 77% of self-employed women have a college degree, (against 66% of men).
Source: Le Soir
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News in Brief… News in Brief… News in Brief… News in Brief…
This month, the section News in Brief is dealing with support to women’s rights in Egypt,
the promotion of gender equality in the UK, the B-New project, the programme Cosme,
and credit conditions in Europe.

The Swedish International Development Agency (Sida) announced a contribution of
3 million€ in support of the mobilisation for women’s rights in Egypt. The initiative,
to be implemented from 2014 to 2017, will help create 500,000 new jobs for
Egyptian women. It will provide support for women at individual level, which will
consist in capacity-building for female entrepreneurs and assistance for job research.
The objectives will be to reduce of sexual harassment and gender-based violence and create new opportunities for
women to participate more actively in all levels of society.
Several government agencies, civil society organisations and ministries are involved in the mobilisation, including
the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the UN Women and the United Nations and Population Fund
(UNFPA). “Strengthening the participation of women in the labour market, in politics, and in civil society is crucial
to improve the situation of women in the construction of a democratic Egypt,” said Swedish ambassador in Egypt
Charlotta Sparre. Source: Daily News Egypt

The UK Prime Minister David Cameron expressed the will to promote gender equality
around the world during 2014. In 2013, the UN have named gender equality and the
empowerment of women as one of the 12 key goals which should be pursued by the
international community.
Among the targets, there is the elimination of all forms of violence against girls and
women, ending child marriage, ensuring equal rights of women to own and inherit
property and halting discrimination against women in political, economic, and public
life. Source: the Standard

The B-New project is a partnership between France and Great Britain, which
aims at boosting female entrepreneurship and the development of their
businesses internationally. It also helps women to start a business, create a
cross-border network of women entrepreneurs, and develop the access to
qualified jobs for women in the Channel area.
The project proposes language and social media training, as well as networking events for French and British female
entrepreneurs. More than 240 women already participated to the project, which is financed by the European
Regional development Fund (by 50%). See more
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Since January 2014, the European programme Cosme replaces the programme
for competitiveness and innovation, which ended in 2013. Cosme will be funded
until 2020 and received 2.3 mds€. The program supports SMEs through four
pillars: access to finance, foreign markets, improvement of conditions for
business creation and growth, and support for entrepreneurs. The aim of this
program is to stimulate SMEs to operate outside of their country of origin.
Under the pillar “support to entrepreneurs”, the programme follows the goals of the entrepreneurship 2020 Action
Plan, which consists in the support to entrepreneurship education programmes, the improvement of the business
environment, and the dissemination of role models. source

According to a study made by the consulting agency Ernst&Young and published
mid-January, European SMEs should benefit from an easing of credit conditions in
the next six months. Indeed, 64% of European banks indicated that they should be
able to provide more flexibility in credit conditions, thanks to an improvement in
the economic environment and market conditions.
The study was made between October and November 2013 in 15 countries
(Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, The Netherlands, Poland, Spain, Switzerland and Scandinavian countries)
and among 184 banks. source

Publications
Every month, we present three recent publications about entrepreneurship policies and
women’s entrepreneurship in Europe. Happy reading!
Women´s and men´s enterprise in Sweden - Facts and statistics 2009, Tillväxt Verket.
What is the situation of small-business's in Sweden today? In what business sectors and regions
do women and men entrepreneurs operate? How do they want their companies to grow? What
barriers to growth do they experience? This statistical summary gives a wide overview of the
situation and conditions of women and men who run companies in Sweden today. Several themes
are approached, such as the regional articulation of entrepreneurship or sex-dependent choice of
sectors and attitudes to entrepreneurship in comparison with being an employee. Find the
document here.
Women, men, and working conditions in Europe, Eurofound Working Conditions Survey, 2013.
This report underlines the case for a gender-sensitive analysis of employment patterns and trends
on European labour markets. Despite many years of legislation, gender gaps still persist across
many aspects of the labour market, notably as far as equal pay and working time. This study is
based on findings from the fifth European Working Conditions Survey (EWCS), conducted in 2010.
Its rich set of data – encompassing some 44,000 workers across 34 European countries – was used
to explore gender differences across several dimensions of working conditions, and to look at relevant country
differences. Find the report here.
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Entrepreneurship Education in Europe: Fostering Entrepreneurial Mindsets through Educatyion
and learning, European Commission, 2006.
The European Commission together with the Norwegian government held a European Conference
on Entrepreneurship Education in Oslo on 26-27 October 2006 and followed up with this EC
communication adopted in February of the same year. It aimed to exchange experiences and good
practices, and to discuss how to move forward in the promotion of entrepreneurship education.
The Conference included 6 thematic workshops and presentations of 38 cases of good practices from across Europe.
Available EU financial instruments to support entrepreneurship education projects were also covered in the
programme. Find the communication here.

Role Models
This month focuses on France, with Chloé Ramade and Séverine Grégoire, creators of
Monshowroom, and Florence Haxel, founder of “Mes Bonnes Copines”.

MonShowRoom has been created in 2006 by two friends, Chloé Ramade and Séverine
Grégoire. The idea came from the fact that in France there were, at that time, only
websites for private sales or outlets, and no website was offering fashion from current
collections. The point was to offer fashion at good price for women living in rural areas
and who don’t have access to the biggest brands, and for urban women who don’t like
to go shopping.
Chloe and Severine, 24 and 25 back then, decided to ask for a bank loan, without success.
As the two friends were convinced of a potential success in France following the positive results of such websites
in the UK, they persevered. To start their business, they addressed to a microfinance institute which lend them
40000€ with 4% interest to reimburse over five years.
In 2007, the two entrepreneurs open their capital to business angels. Three years later, Séverine and Chloé can be
proud of a turnover of 5 million€, 22 employees, and about 100 represented fashion brands. Now, the he goal is to
grow and expand twice the turnover per year. Source: Libération

After the successful creation of a first company, a production agency, the French
entrepreneur Florence Haxel launched « Mes Bonnes Copines », a social network of mutual
aid for women.
The idea came up after the birth of her second child. She had many things on her plate and
too little help. She wished she had a network of “good friends” to help her in everyday life,
and she created “My Good Girlfriends”. The network now counts 31 000 members from
France and abroad and the goal is to offer time, competences, help and tips to contribute
to the realization of personal and professional projects. Florence also uses the network
herself: when she needs flyers, she contacts a graphic designer from the network. In
exchange, she helps her to prepare for job interviews. Source
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Events
Every month, we are presenting a non-exhaustive list of events on entrepreneurship and
women’s entrepreneurship throughout Europe. If you attended one of them, send us a review!
We will be happy to publish it in Five Pillars News! If your organisation is planning an event in
the coming weeks: let us know!

February
● Developing high potential women, 6th February, AmCham, Paris , France.
● Vulnerable Families, what can Europe do? 4-5 February, Dublin, Ireland
● Workshop “stress or serenity”, Réseau Diane, 11th February, Brussels, Belgium.
● 70th Anniversary of the World Association of Women Entrepreneurs, 11th February.
● Doing Business across borders, 11th February, AmCham, Paris, France
● Trade Fair for mini companies, Enterprise without Boerders,15th February, Neunkirchen, Germany
● Young Professionals networking night, FCE-VVB, 19th February, Brussels, Belgium.
● Understanding the motivating factor - Leading to Entrepreneurship, 21st February, London, UK.
● The Work and Family Show, 21-22th February, London, UK
● International NGO day, 27-28 February, Helsinki, Finland.
March 2014
● Women Entrepreneurship Changing Europe International Awards 2014, Warsaw, Poland
● Workshop “Succeed in the sales pitch”, Réseau Diane, 11th March, Belgium.
● 500 entrepreneurs, networking event, 12th March 2014, Ljubljana, Slovenia.
● “The importance of entrepreneurship education for women”, Brussels, Belgium
● Conference “Boldness and trust”, Réseau Diane, 25th March, Belgium
April
● Ja Ye Europe Trade Fair 2014, 2-4 April, Haifa, Israël
● National Women Entrepreneurs Day, Porvoo, Finland.
● Student Company festival, Enterprise without borders, 7-9th April, Riga, Latvia.
● FCEM World Committee, 2nd-4th April 2014 Dubrovnik, Croatia.
May
● No time for Children? Fertility rates and population decline, 15th May, Brussels, Belgium.
June
● Nordiskt Forum, 12-15th June, Malmö, Sweden.
September
62° FCEM World Congress - 21-25th September, Taiwan
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